In this paper, we introduce the λµ ∧∨ -call-by-value calculus and we give a proof of the Church-Rosser property of this system. This proof is an adaptation of that of Andou (2003) which uses an extended parallel reduction method and complete development.
1 Introduction Gentzen (1955) introduced the natural deduction system to study the notion of proof. The full classical natural deduction system is well adapted for the human reasoning. By full we mean that all the connectives (→, ∧ and ∨) and ⊥ (for the absurdity) are considered as primitive. As usual, the negation is defined by ¬A = A → ⊥. Considering this logic from the computer science of view is interesting because, by the Curry-Howard correspondence, formulas can be seen as types for the functional programming languages and correct programs can be extracted. The corresponding calculus is an extension of M. Parigot's λµ-calculus with product and coproduct, which is denoted by λµ ∧∨ -calculus. De Groote (2001) introduced the typed λµ ∧∨ -calculus to code the classical natural deduction system, and showed that it enjoys the main important properties: the strong normalization, the confluence and the subformula property. This would guarantee that proof normalization may be interpreted as an evaluation process. As far as we know the typed λµ ∧∨ -calculus is the first extension of the simply typed λ-calculus which enjoys all the above properties. Ritter et al. (2000a) introduced an extension of the λµ-calculus that features disjunction as primitive (see also Ritter et al. (2000b) ). But their system is rather different since they take as primitive a classical form of disjunction that amounts to ¬A → B. Nevertheless, Ritter and Pym (2001) give another extension of the λµ-calculus with an intuitionistic disjunction. However, the reduction rules considered are not sufficient to guarantee that the normal forms satisfy the subformula property. The question of the strong normalization of the full logic has interested several authors, thus one finds in David and Nour (2003) , Matthes (2005) and Nour and Saber (2005) different proofs of this result.
From a computer science point of view, the λµ ∧∨ -calculus may be seen as the kernel of a typed call-byname functional language featuring product, coproduct and control operators. However we cannot apply an arbitrary reduction for implementation of programming languages, we have to fix a reduction strategy and usually it is the call-by-value strategy. Many programming langagues and control operations were developed through the studies of the call-by-value variant like ML and Lisp for λ-calculus, the calculus of exception handling λ → exn and µPCF V for the λµ-calculus. Ong and Stewart (2001) showed that µPCF V is sufficiently strong to express the various control constructs such as the ML-style raise and the first-class continuations callcc, throw and abort. In this sense, it seems to be important to study the call-by-value version of λµ ∧∨ -calculus. Among the important properties required in any abstract reduction system, there is the confluence which ensures the uniqueness of the normal form (if it exists). The notion of parallel reduction which is based on the method of Tait and Martin-Löf is a good tool to prove the confluence property for several reduction systems. The idea is very clear and intuitive: It consists in reducing a number of redexes existing in the term simultaneously. However, this method does not work for the λµ ∧∨ -calculus. In fact the diamond property which stipulates that: If t ≻ t ′ then t ′ ≻ t * (where t * is usually referred as the complete development of t) does not hold because more complicated situations appear, and that is due to the presence of the permutative reductions " ((u [x.v, y.w 
Hence the proof of the confluence becomes hard and not at all trivial as it seems to be.
Consider the terms t = ( ((u [x.v, y.w 
We have: t ≻ t 1 and t ≻ t 2 , if we want the diamond property to hold, t 1 and t 2 must be reduced to the same term t * by one reduction step , however this is not possible. To make it possible we need another step of permutative reduction. We consider such a successive sequence of reductions as a one parallel reduction step, i.e, we follow the permutative reductions in the term step by step to a certain depth which allows to join and consider this sequence as a one reduction step. The notion of Prawitz' s segment yields the formulation of this new parallel reduction. Therefore the difficulties are overcome by extending this notion to our system (see Andou (1995) , Andou (2003) , Prawitz (1965) and Prawitz (1971) ) and considering the extended structural reductions along this segment which allow us to define a complete development to obtain directly the common reductum, hence the Church-Rosser property. This is exactly what is done in Andou (2003) ; our proof is just a checking that this method is well adapted to provide the diamond property for the call-by-value λµ ∧∨ -calculus including the symmetrical rules. Thus t 1 ≻ t * and t 2 ≻ t * , where
. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an introduction to the typed system, the relative cutelimination procedure of λµ ∧∨ -calculus and the call-by-value λµ ∧∨ -calculus. In section 3, we define the parallel reduction related to the notion of segment-tree, thus we give the key lemma from which the diamond-property is directly deduced. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the key lemma. We conclude with some future work. Andou (2003) .
Notations and definitions

Definition 2.1 We use notations inspired by
1. Let X and A be two disjoint alphabets for distinguishing the λ-variables and µ-variables respectively. We code deductions by using a set of terms T which extends the λ-terms and is given by the following grammar (which gives terms at the untyped level):
An element of the set E is said to be an E-term. Application between two E-terms u and ε is denoted by (u ε).
The meaning of the new constructors is given by the typing rules below where Γ (resp. ∆) is a context, i.e. a set of declarations of the form x :
A (resp. a : A) where x is a λ-variable (resp. a is a µ-variable) and A is a formula.
4. The cut-elimination procedure corresponds to the reduction rules given below. They are those we need to the subformula property.
where t[a := * ε] is obtained from t by replacing inductively each subterm in the form (a v) by (a (v ε)).
Let t and t
′ be terms. The notation t ⊲ t ′ means that t reduces to t ′ by using one step of the reduction rules given above. Similarly, t ⊲ * t ′ means that t reduces to t ′ by using some steps of the reduction rules given above.
The following result is straightforward
We have also the following properties (see Andou (2003) , David and Nour (2003) , De Groote (2001), Matthes (2005) , Nour and Saber (2005) and Nour and Saber (2006) 
Values are denoted U, V, W, ...
The reduction rules of the call-by-value λµ
∧∨ -calculus are the followings:
where t[a := * V ] is obtained from t by replacing inductively each subterm in t in the form (a u) by (a (V u)).
The first three rules are called logical rules and the others are called structural rules.
The one-step reduction ⊲ v of the call-by-value λµ ∧∨ -calculus is defined as the union of the seven rules given above. As usual ⊲ * v denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of ⊲ v .
The following lemma expresses the fact that the set of values is closed under reductions. In the remainder of this paper, this fact will be used implicitly.
Lemma 2.1 If V is a value and V ⊲ * v W , then W is a value.
Proof: From the definition of the set of values.
2
Theorem 2.4 (Subject reduction) If
Proof: Since the reduction rules correspond to the cut-elimination procedure, we check easily that the type is preserved from the redex to its reductom. 2
The rest of this paper is an extention of Andou (2003) to our calculus according to the new considered reduction rules δ ′ v and µ ′ v . One can find all the notions given here in Andou (2003) . Since the new symmetrical rules that we add don't create any critical pair with the existing rules, then in the examples and proofs that we give, one will mention only the cases related to these new rules and check that they don't affect the core of Andou (2003)'s work.
3 The extended structural reduction Definition 3.1 1. Let t be a term, we define a binary relation denoted by ⊐ t on subterms of t as follows: 
Let r be a subterm of a term t, such that r is a ∨ e -or ⊥ e -term and r has no segment-predecessor in t. A segment-tree from r in t is a set O of subterms of t, such that for each w ∈ O:
• r ⊒ t w
• w is a ∨ e -or ⊥ e -term
• For each subterm s of t, such that r ⊒ t s ⊒ t w then s ∈ O r is called the root of O.
Let O be a segment-tree from r in t, a subterm v of t is called an acceptor of O iff v is a segmentsuccessor of an element of O and v is not in O.
A segment-tree O from r in t is called the maximal segment-tree iff no acceptor of O has a segment successor in t.
The acceptors of O are indexed by the letter O.
Let O be a segment-tree from t in t itself, and t ⊲ * v t ′ , then we define canonically a corresponding segment-tree to O in t ′ by the transformation of indexes from redexes to their residuals. This new segment-tree is denoted also by O if there is no ambiguity.
Remark 3.1 For typed terms, all the elements of a segment-tree have the same type.
Definition 3.2 Let O be a segment-tree from r in t, suppose that r occurs in t in the form (V r) (resp (r ε)). The extended structural reduction of t along O is the transformation to a term t ′ obtained from t by replacing each indexed term v O (the acceptors of O) by (V v) (resp (v ε)) and erasing the occurence of V (resp ε) in (V r) (resp (r ε)) . This reduction is denoted by t ≻ O t ′ .
Remark 3.2 By the definition above, every structural reduction is an extended structural reduction. It corresponds to the particular case where the segment-tree consists only of its root.
Example 3 x, (a w) ) and v. Then t is represented as follows:
2. The set O 2 = {t, µa.(a x, (a w) )} is also a segment-tree from t in t. The acceptors of O 2 are x, (a w) , w and v. Then t is represented as follows:
Definition 3.3
The parallel reduction ≻ is defined inductively by the following rules:
, and O is a segment-tree from t in t, and (
, where ε≻ε ′ means that:
It is easy to see that ⊲ * v is the transitive closure of ≻. Definition 3.4 Let t be a term , we define the complete development t * as follows:
is not a redex
• Let O m be the maximal segment-tree from t in t, and (V * t * ) ≻ Om w (resp (t * ε * ) ≻ Om w), then (V t) * = w (resp (t ε) * = w), whereε * means:
Proof: By a straightforward induction on the structure of t ≻ t ′ . 2
Lemma 3.2 (The key lemma) If
Proof: The proof of this lemma will be the subject of the next section. (V ω 1 s) )))).
• t[V /Q 2 ] = µa.(a µb.(b (V ω 2 λs.(a (V ω 1 s))))).
•
Lemma 4.1 Let Q 1 and Q 2 be two segment-woods in a term t such that: Bud(Q 1 ) = Bud(Q 2 ) and the set of all trunke-pieces of Q 1 is a subset of that of Q 2 . Suppose also that t ≻ t ′ and
Proof: By induction on t. We look at the last rule used for t ≻ t ′ . We examine only one case. The others are either treated similarly, either by a straightforward induction. t = (W u) and t
where O is a segment-tree from u in u, u ≻ u ′ and W ≻ W ′ .
• If t is not an acceptor of Q 1 and then nor of Q 2 : By the induction hypothesis,
Since O is a segment-tree from u in u, we have:
• If t is an acceptor of Q 1 but not of Q 2 : Let Q 2 = O t ∪ O r1 ∪ ... ∪ O rn , P and Q − 2 = O r1 ∪ ... ∪ O rn , P , where O s denotes a segment-tree from the bud s in t. By the induction hypothesis,
